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2AP - SCOOP SLAM
(KNOCKDOWN) (THROW 1) 0 -

1AP - STRANGLEHOLD
(-1AP) 0 -

WALKING STUPOR

HALF-GIANT

WEIGHT 2 THROW 4
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FREE AGENTS

1AP - NOT-SO-GENTLE HALF-GIANT
This wrestler’s attacks (yes, all of them) do +1 DMG 
until the end of its next activation.

REGULAR SIZED ANDYREGULAR SIZED ANDYREGULAR SIZED ANDYREGULAR SIZED ANDYREGULAR SIZED ANDY

300K

REGULAR SIZED ANDY

DID YOU KNOW? 
Big Andy isn’t actually that big... but he’s still growing!

A half-giant, Andy was already pretty massive, but half-
giants live a long time, and get taller throughout their 

lives. Who knows how tall he’ll get!

WALKING STUPOR

HALF-GIANT

This wrestler can never receive -AP or -MP counters.

This wrestler may move through squares occupied by 
wrestlers of the same or lower WEIGHT (although 
cannot end movement on them).

In addition, this wrestler counts as WEIGHT 4 
when Pinning.
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RNGDMGATT
WEIGHT 3 THROW 4
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GRANITEGRANITEGRANITEGRANITEGRANITEGRANITE

3AP - GRANITE BOTTOM
(KNOCKDOWN) 3 -

3AP - ROCKMAN SLAM
(CROWD) 3 -

STONESKIN

IMMOVABLE OBJECT



FREE AGENTS

STONESKIN

IMMOVABLE OBJECT

2AP - SOLID AS A ROCK
Granite hunkers down and becomes the mountain.

This wrestler cannot move and cannot take Damage 
until the end of the round.

This wrestler only ever takes 1 Damage from each attack 
(including Beatdowns).

This wrestler cannot be Shoved or Lifted.

DID YOU KNOW? 
Granite technically counts as an entire team!

Granite is a walking mountain and has several 
different ecosystems on his magical body. There are a 
few groups of tiny folk (known as Shrimples) living 

on his body, so technically when you wrestle him, you’re 
actually wrestling several thousand people.
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GRANITEGRANITEGRANITEGRANITEGRANITEGRANITE
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RNGDMGATT

2AP - COLD SNAP
(-2AP) 1 -

2AP - AVALANCHE
(KNOCKDOWN) 2 -

SLIPPERY AURA

WEIGHT 3 THROW 4
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ICEICEICEICEICEICE

*
*Any wrestler (friendly or enemy) in base contact 

during movement (aside from the target) receives 
a Knockdown counter.



FREE AGENTS

ICEICEICEICEICEICE

SLIPPERY AURA

1AP - GLACIAL
Ice sends out a wave of cold that chills his opponents to 
their bones!

Every enemy wrestler receives 1 -MP counter.

Any wrestler that moves or is Shoved into base contact 
of this wrestler carries on moving in the same direction 
until they are either more than 1 square away or their 
movement is interrupted.

325K

DID YOU KNOW? 
Globing warming is a very real threat.

Ice is melting at an alarming rate. Scholars have said 
that within 30 years, the outer layer of his body might 
be entirely melted. Within 100 years, Ice might be little 

more than a puddle.

Which begs the question of whether he’ll still have 
sentience at that point or not. If so, does his sweat 

have sentience? And if not, at what point will his soul 
disappear? And do walking ice-people even have souls? 

Hang on, I have to go and lie down.


